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A group A is said to be conjugacy separable (c.s.) if for each pair of elements 
x,y~A such that x, y are not conjugate in A there exists a finite homomorphic 
image 2 of A such that the images of X, y in A are not conjugate in A. We show 
that certain special polyhedral groups and l-relator groups with torsion of the form 
(b, t; (t-‘b’tb”‘)r), s> 1, are C.S. The latter partly answers a question raised by 
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1. 
A group A is said to be conjugacy separable (c.s.) if for every pair of 
elements x, y E A such that x and y are not conjugate in A there exists a 
finite homomorphic image A of A such that the images of x, y in A are not 
conjugate in d This concept was first introduced by Blackburn [S] to 
solve the conjugacy problem for finitely generated (f.g.) nilpotent groups. 
Subsequently Mostowski [lo] showed that finitely presented C.S. groups 
have solvable conjugacy problem. Thus he raised the question as to which 
groups are C.S. Partial results were obtained by Stebe for generalized free 
products (g.f.p.) of free groups with cyclic amalgamation [14] and 
Fuchsian groups [15]. Subsequently Dyer [6] showed that the g.Ep. of 
two free groups amalgamating a cyclic group is C.S. by first showing that 
the g.f.p. of two C.S. groups amalgamating a finite group is C.S. A parallel 
result by Collins (Theorem 13 in [6]) states that every HNN extension of a 
C.S. group with finite associated groups is C.S. This immediately leads to the 
question whether every HNN extension of a C.S. group with cyclic 
associated groups is C.S. The answer is clearly negative since the well-known 
Baumslag-Solitar group [4] is not even residually finite (RF). However, in 
view of Baumslag’s conjecture [2] that l-relator groups with nontrivial 
torsion are RF, and motivated by the above results of Collins and Dyer 
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C61, one naturally asks whether l-relator groups of the form 
(h, f; (t- ‘~‘cP’)~‘), s> 1, are C.S. In this paper we show that these groups 
are indeed C.S. In the course of the proof, Section 3, we need to show that 
certain polyhedral groups (which are degenerate cases of Fuchsian groups) 
are C.S. We raise the question whether all polyhedral groups are C.S. In view 
of Stebe’s work [lS] and that of the present paper, we further ask whether 
all Fuchsian groups and all l-relator groups with nontrivial torsion are C.S. 
The answer to this last question is expected to be very hard since a proof of 
Baumslag’s conjecture is still unknown while the conjugacy problem for 
l-relator group with nontrivial torsion is always solvable (Newman [ll]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we shall let 
G= (6, t; (tr’b’tb”)“), s> 1, 
B = (h, k; (h”k’)“), s> 1, 
B,, = (h, k; (h,,‘), = hi”‘” = k’“” = 1 ), s> 1, 
where w is a positive integer. [Note that we sometimes replace relators 
(e.g., (h”k’)“) by relations (e.g., (hmk’)s = l).] Clearly B, is isomorphic to a 
factor group of B. By abuse of notation, we shall often use X to denote the 
image in B,, of x in B for each positive integer w, whilst retaining h and k 
as generators of B,. H and K will denote the cyclic groups (h ) and (k), 
respectively. It is well known that G is an HNN extension of the base group 
B’= (b,, bl; (bib;;)“) by (t) with bi+l = trlbit. Identifying h with b, and 
k with b,, we see immediately B and B’ are isomorphic. Thus we shall not 
attempt to distinguish the two groups. In the same spirit, we shall let 
G, = (h, k, t; (h,k’)‘= h”“” = k’“” = 1, t-‘ht = k). 
Clearly G, is an HNN extension of B, by (t). 
The following notations will be used for any group A: 
N erA means N is a normal subgroup of finite index in A, x -A y 
means x, y E A and x is conjugate to y in A, x 7L A y means x is not con- 
jugate to y in A. If there is no confusion, we shall simply write x-y and 
x ?L y. 
If A is an HNN extension of a base group R by (t) with associated sub- 
groups L and A4 such that tp’Lt = A4 then u N R,t. v will be used for 
u, v E R to mean either u - R v or UEL and v=t-‘ut or UEM and 
v = tut-‘. l/xl/ will denote the usual normal form length of x in A if A is a 
g.f.p. or t-length of x if A is an HNN extension by (t), whichever is 
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appropriate. (See Dyer [6].) .xA will denote the conjugacy class of x in A. 
YE xA will be said to be of minimal length in its conjugacy class if there 
does not exists z E xA such that llzll < Ilyll. 
We refer the discussion of cyclically reduced words for g.f.p. and ZZNN 
extensions to either Dyer [6, pp. 37,381 or Lyndon and Schupp 
[S, pp. 176, 1851. 
We recall the following terms in the literature: 
x is conjugacy distinguished (c.d.) in A if, given y E A such that x 7L y in 
A then there exists Na,A such that xN 7L yN in A/N (Stebe [ 143). 
Let L be a subgroup of A. Then A is said to be L-separable if for each 
x E A\ L there exists N d/A such that xN$ LN/N. In particular if A is 
L-separable for all cyclic subgroups L of A then A is said to be Z7, 
(Stebe [ 131). 
A is said to be (x)-potent, briefly (x)-pot [ 11, if to each positive 
integer n, there exists N df A such that xN has order exactly n in A/N. G is 
said to be potent if A is (x)-pot for all 1 # x E A. 
If A is a g.f.p. and x is written in normal (alternating) form, we shall use 
init x to denote the initial letter of x. 
The basis of our proof rests on the following theorems: 
THEOREM A (Dyer, Theorem 4, [6]). Zf the groups X and Y are C.S. and 
U is finite, then X *” Y is C.S. 
THEOREM B (Collins, Theorem 13, [6]). Let A be C.S. and L, M be 
finite isomorphic subgroups. Then the HNN extension (A, t; rel A, 
t-‘Lt = M) is C.S. 
THEOREM C (Tang, Theorem 3.5, [16]) B= (h, k; (h”k’)“) is C.S. 
So given x, y E G such that x 7L G y, our aim is to find an integer w such 
that X + G, jj from which we deduce that G is C.S. by showing that B, is C.S. 
Applying Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 of Allenby and Tang Cl), we immediately 
have 
LEMMA 2.1. B is (h”)-pot and (k/)-pot. 
Applying the results of Stebe [13] we show that: 
LEMMA 2.2. B is II,. 
Proof Let M= (u, u; (uu)‘>, s> 1. Then M= (u) * (uu; (uu)‘). Since 
both of the free factors are ZZ,, Theorem 5 (Stebe [ 131) tells us M is Z7,. 
Now B= (h) *P=,M*,=k, (k). Thus by two applications of 
Corollary 3.3 (Stebe [13]), it follows that B is 17,. 
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Throughout this paper we shall freely make use of Solitar’s theorem 
(Theorem 2, [6]), and Collins’ lemma (Theorem 3, [6] ). In the case of 
Collins’ lemma, if x, y E P, where P is an HNN extension of A by (t ) and 
x, y are cyclically reduced then we shall express x, y in the following forms; 
x = t’(‘)u, fmU2.. . to.)Uj,, 
y = t/‘(‘)v, tfWy . . . glP”v 
2 0 
where ui, U,EA and e(i),f(i) = f 1. 
V-1 1 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
In this section we shall prove some lemmas necessary for the proof of 
our main result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x E B, such that x - B, hi for some i, 0 < i < Imw. Then, 
(i) x 7LB,,kifor O<j<lmw, 
(ii) ifx -BM hj, 0 <j < Imw, then i = j. 
ProojI (i) Suppose x-h’ and x - kj. Then h’ N kj. Let lhil = Ikjl = a. 
Clearly c( 1 lmw. Let p be a prime dividing oz. Then p 11 or p 1 mw. If p 1 I so 
that I= cp, then let B,,(p) = (6, 4; (hm&‘)S =hcrnW = /?“” = 1). Since B,(p) 
is a homomorphic image of B,, under the obvious homomorphism, hi - kj. 
But lh’/ = u/p and (fj( = c1 which contradicts hiwli. Hence hi 4 kJ. 
Similarly if p 1 mw, so that mw = dp, then by considering 
B’,.(p) = (ff, k”; (K’%‘)‘= ?zlmW = it” = 1) we have hi 7L B, k/ 
(ii) Clearly h’ -B, hj. Now, 
B, = (k; klmw> * (h, v; (hmu)s=h’mW=omw= 1). 
k’=v 
By (i), h’ 4 vi. This implies that hi is of minimal length in its conjugacy 
class in B,. Thus, by Solitar’s theorem (Theorem 2, [6]) hi mc hj, 
where C=(h,u;(h”u)“=h’““=v”“=1). Now C=(u,u;(uo)“=u’“= 
V mw = 1) *u,hm (h; h”““). Let D=(u,u;(uu)“=u’“=u”“=1) and 
H= (h; h’,,). Suppose h’E H\(u). Let 0: C-+c be such that 
ker 8 = (h”)=. If h’ wc np then h%‘# 1 is conjugate to 1 in CO. This is 
impossible. Hence hi 7L c ~8. Thus hi is of minimal length in its conjugacy 
class in C. Again by Solitar’s theorem h’ - c hj implies h’ wH hi But this 
implies i =j mod Zmw. Hence we need only consider the case when 
hi, W’E (u). Let CE C such that hi= c-‘h’c. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume llcll 2 1 and init c = d, ED\(U). By a length argument, we 
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must have d;‘hjd, E (u). Thus it follows from Corollary 2 of [7] that 
d, E (u) contradicting d1 $ (u). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x, y E B such that x 7L I* y in G. Then there exists an 
integer w such that f 4 i* j in G,. 
Proof, The case where either x or y is 1 is trivial since G is RF (Allenby 
and Tang [ 11). If x $ Hu K then, since by Lemma 2.2 B is IZ,, we can 
pass, via a finite image B of B, to a suitable B, such that X $ R v K in B,. 
Similarly if y $ H u K. Clearly X ?I i* j in G, for such X, j and so we may 
assume that x, y E H u K. Again, if x, y E H (so that x, y $ K since 
HnK=(l)), then there exists w such that %,y~I;i and Z,Y$K in B,. 
Similarly, if x, y E K. Hence in these two cases too X $7. j in G,. Thus we 
need only consider the cases where 
(i) XEH, yEKand 
(ii) x E K, y E H (and, of course, x 7L ,* y in G). 
Case (i). Let x = h’ and y = k’. Since x 4 I, y it follows that i #j. Thus 
we can choose w > 1 iI + ljl. Then i f j mod w. Hence hi 4 i* k’ in G,. 
Case (ii). Similar. 
Our next lemma shows that if the conjugacy class of an element of B is 
disjoint from the subgroup H (or K) then, for some w, the conjugacy class 
of its image in B, is disjoint from B (or K). 
LEMMA 3.3. If x E B such that xB n H = @ then there exists an integer w 
such that XBw n R = @ in B,. 
Proof Let K=(k) and D=(h,v;(h”v)“). Then B=K*Q=~D. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x is of minimal length in xB. 
Case 1. llxll = 0. Since D = (h”v; (h”v)“) * (h) we can clearly map B 
onto fi, = k*Lf=Li 6, where K= (k) is infinite cyclic and D,= (h”V; 
(k’Y)s) * (R; &‘“‘r) = (h, 0; (k”fi)‘=&‘mr= 1). This implies Z?ZE (8) is of 
infinite order. Since L is of finite order, it follows that izDr n I?= @ in 6,. 
By Theorem A, 6, is C.S. and, by Theorem 5 of [ 133, b, is Z7,. Thus, since 
121 is finite, there exists a finite homomorphic image b, of 6, such that 
,@nff=@ and such that zi~fi’,\(fi) for i=l,...,Imr-1. Let v” be of 
order t in b, and let B= (E; Err) *E~=a d,. Since i commutes with E, 
5? n w= @ in B. Now 8 is c.s., whence B has a finite image B’ in which 
X ‘B’ n H’= @ in B’. It follows that there exists a suitable integer w such 
that iBwn8=@ inB,. 
Case 2. llxll =l. This means x~K\(v) or x~D\(v). If x~K\(v), 
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consider B = B/DE. Clearly .z?~ n R = @ in B. Hence there exists an integer 
W such that XBW n R= 0 in B,. Suppose x E D\ (II). Since 
D = (h”u; (h”?)“) * H and xB n H = @ we can assume, taking x to be of 
minimal length in xD, that either (i) x has finite order dividing s or that (ii) 
llxll > 1 in D. In each case we can find an integer r such that Z$ n A= @ 
in 6, = (A, 8; (h”fi)s = hrmr = 1). Now Br is C.S. and fi is finite. Hence there 
exists a finite homomorphic image b, of ij5 such that $ n R= a. If 
.? E (v”) we can proceed as in Case 1. If 2 E D,\ (u ) we find immediately 
that .Y$ n A# @ implies ZBrn fi# @. We now obtain B’ and then B,, as 
in Case 1. 
Case 3. /IxJI > 2. Since D is ZZ,. and D is (u)-pot it follows that for 
some r we can map B onto B = z *Elza fi, where z= (It; El”“) and b is 
finite so that I[?// in B is the same as llxl[ in B. Suppose jj E ,?.B is of minimal 
length in ?. Since x is cyclically reduced in B we must have i is cyclically 
reduced in B. Hence by Solitar’s theorem (Theorem 2, [6]), [ljll = lIZI 32. 
This implies J # &G 8. Thus 2’ n fi = @ in 8. Now fi is finite and B is C.S. 
It follows that there exists a finite homomorphic image B of B such that 
i2” n A= @ in 8. Hence there exists an integer w such that XBw n A= @ 
in B,,.. 
Now, we shall show that if 1 # x E B is conjugate to some element of H 
(or K) then x is not conjugate to any element of K (or H). Moreover x is 
not conjugate to any other element of H (or K). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 1 $x E B such that x - B hi for some i # 0. Then x ?( B k’ 
,for aN j and x gB h* for j # i. 
ProoJ: Suppose x - B kj. Then hi -B kj. Since B = K *p, u D, where 
D = (h, v; (h?)“), there exists a natural homomorphism of B onto 
br=l?*j!=efi,, where &= (l) and Br= (h, 0; (&V)s=j?‘r= 1). This 
implies h’ -b, ffj. But this is impossible since Ai is of finite order in B, and 
l,j is of infinite order. Hence x 7L B kj. 
Now, suppose x wB hj. Then h’ - B hj. If [iI # I jl then w.l.o.g., we can 
assume Ii1 < ljl. Let Bj= (f) *k/z8 (h, 0; (~mfi)s=h’W= 1). Then, as 
above, there exists a natural homomorphism of B onto Bj. Thus hi -B h’ 
implies that hlrni - 8, h/“‘j= 1. Since Ii1 < (jl, this is impossible, whence 
hi 7L B hj for (iI # I jl. Therefore, we can assume j= -i. Now x 7L B k’ 
implies that x 7L B ua. It follows that hi is of minimal length in its conjugacy 
class in B. Moreover h Pi is clearly cyclically reduced. Thus, by Solitar’s 
theorem, h’ - B h-’ implies that hi wD hj. Let d= D0, where he=K and 
utJ = Em. Then b = (x) is an infinite cycle. Now hi -D h-’ implies that 
-i h -&‘. Th’ 1 1 is c ear y impossible. Hence the lemma is proved. 
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The next few technical lemmas prepare us to prove that if y, z E B such 
that z + EyF, where E, F are H or K, then there exists an integer w’ such 
that 2$@F in B,..We now write B= H*,=, D where H= (h) and 
D = (u, k; (uk’)“). We write H, for (u) = (h”). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let y, z E B such that z q! KyH (or HyK). Let N = DB and 
y = nY hi, where 0 < i < m - 1 and nY E N. Let u = h”. Zf z E N and there exists 
an integer w such that in B,, n,ii”Y’ $K for all u then T$@R in B,. 
Pro@ fi,,zE- ’ 4 R for all a if and only if Z 4 &i,ii for all a, that is, 
?#&,,A, in B,. Suppose .FE@R in B,. This implies ZE i&,R in B,. 
Thus there exists an integer 0 < i < m such that .# E &i,f;i,. Since 
K, fi,, R, and Z are all in N, it follows that li’~ R, whence i = 0. But this 
implies that Z E &i,R, contradicting Z # KriY R,,, . Hence Z 4 @a 
LEMMA 3.6. Let D, = (u, k; (uk’)” = k’“” = 1) and w33. Let 
AdED,\ such thatfu”d=uP. Iffu6d=u” then a=6 and/I=&. 
Proof fu”d= up and fu’d= u’ imply: 
fucI-“f-1 =uB-“* (3.6.1) 
Now D, = (uk’; (uk’)“) * (k; kImw). Consider u = uk’. k-’ as a reduced 
word in the free decomposition of D,. Then both uap6 and u“-~ 
are cyclically reduced. Thus applying an easy length argument to 
(3.6.1) we must have la-61 =Ip-~1. Thus a-6= &(/l-s). Suppose 
/l- E = - (a - 6). Then from (3.6.1) we have 
(fuf -l)a--6=fua-6f -1 =u-(Ix-6). (3.6.2) 
Now, by (Problem 9 p. 194, [9]), (3.6.2) has a unique root. Hence 
fuf -‘=u-i. Let 4: Dw+C,,,,W= (c;c’~“) such that (uk’)d= land k4=c. 
Since (fuf -‘) 4 = c-’ and (up’) 4 = c’, we must have c-‘= c’. Clearly this 
is not true for w >/ 3. It follows that /I-E = a - 6. Thus fuf -’ = u unless 
/I - E = a - 6 = 0. The former implies [f, u] = 1 in D,. But the centralizer of 
(u) in D, is (u). This implies fc (u) contradicting f$ (u). Hence 
fi-&=a-b-0. Thus a=6 and /I=&. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let D= (u, k;(uk’)“). Let AdeD\ such that 
fu”d = u8. Zf fu’d = uE then u = 6 and /I = E. 
Proof Let 4 be the obvious map of D onto a suitable D, as in 
Lemma 3.6. Then it is clear a = 6 and /l= E. 
Now B = H *H”=u D, where L? = (u, k; (uk’)“). Let N = DB. Then 
N= K’I*Z,’ Di)t,,, where Di = Dh’ and H,,, = (h”) = (u). We shall also 
481/103/2-I5 
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write N, for the g.f.p. amalgamating H, of D,( =(D,),), 
(01 L..., (D,+ i),,,. Using these notations we have 
LEMMA 3.8. Let CO, y E N be such that o = f, * * -f, and y = d, . * * d, are in 
normal form, the fi and dj coming from various D,\H,,,. Let q f r > 3. Sup- 
pose that, for all a, WU’~-~ $ K. Then there exists a finite homomorphic 
image i? of N in which, for all a, &Yj-’ $ g. 
Proof N is IZ,. (Stebe [ 13, Theorem 51). Thus we can find a 
homomorphic image fl= (a0 * 6, * ... * fi,,- i)t7, of N in which the bi 
are isomorphic and finite, and hence a homomorphic image N, in which 
the A and dj do not belong to r7,. Thus if f, and d, belong to different D, 
then IleX”~P1ll has length q + r- 1 in N,. Hence, provided q + r > 3, 
WUaypl $ R in N,. 
Suppose f, and d, lie in the same D, and that fquudrpl E H, for some 
u = a,. Then, by Corollary 3.7, Q, is unique. Since f,, d, ED,\ H, and since 
D, is I7, we can find a finite homomorphic image of D, and then a suitable 
(D,), in whichf,, d*$R,,,. Thus, by Lemma 3.6 we can deduce that in N, 
we have f~tiaod; ’ E li, but that fqziUad; 1 4 R,,, for every other a. Thus, in 
NW IIti~Fy-~11= q + r - 1 except possibly in the case CI = CI~. But 
wzPy ~ ’ $ K and since N is Z7,. it is easy to find a finite homomorphic image 
of N and then a w1 such that OZ”~-’ 4 K in N,, . Clearly, then, for all ~1, 
titi”&-‘$RinN WV, . 
If, for all ~1, f,zPd,- ’ G$ H,, it is still possible that fqZd; l E Rm in some 
(D,),-but once again no otherf,uBd;’ can then map into R,,, and we can 
proceed as above. 
Thus in all cases where q + r 2 3 we have shown that if c&y - ’ $ K in N 
then there exists an N, such that, for all CI, OZY-’ 4 R in N,. That is, 
G-‘@n (U) = 0. But R is finite and N, is Z7, (since D, is). Thus there 
exists a finite homomorphic image fi of N with the desired property. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let $,+,I N + fiT, = N/K,, where K, = (k’““) N. Suppose 
(fu”d) tj,,, and ( fusd) II/, E k where f, d E D. Then a = B. 
Proof: Let fi% zi and jiP% zj. Then $Y- 83- 1 = E’-j. Since 
B,= (i-&E; (,i;‘)~=PW= l), ii has infinite order. But z has finite order. 
Hence c1= 8. 
We are now ready to show that if y, z E B such that z $4 EyF, where E, F 
are H or K, then there exists an integer w’ such that 24 i?jF in B,. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let y, z E B such that z $ KyH (or HyK). Then there exists 
an integer w’ such that Z$ &R (or fl?R) in B,.. 
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Proof. First, we note that B = H ehm = u D, where D = (u, k;(&)“). Let 
N = DB. Then N= (n*ys-O’ Di)H,,,, where Di= Dhi and H,,,= (h”) = (u). 
ClearlyB/N~(c;c”).Lety=n,h’andz=n,h~,whereOgi,j~m-1and 
nY, n, E N. Thus z $ KyH if and only if n, 4 Kn,H or equivalently 
nzhY 4 Kn,H,, for all 0 < v < m - 1. Let 7 = n,h”. If v = l,..., m - 1, then B/N 
is a finite homomorphic image of B such that yN # 1 in B/N. This implies 
there exists an integer w1 such that r$ XE,R,,, in B,:,, for v = l,..., m - 1 
(indeed, w = 1 will certainly do). Suppose that for v = 0, there exists an 
integer w2 such that y$Xfi,,Rm in B,,. Let w’= w1w2. Then y$&,,nm, 
0 < v <m - 1 in B,.. It follows that t$ @R in B,,. Hence we need only 
show that for y = n, there exists an integer w2 such that 7 4 %i,R,,, in B,,, 
where y E N. To do so, we first note that y 4 Kn,“H, if and only if 
n,zfy ~ i 4 K for all u. Let y = d, d, . . d, and n, =fr f2. . . f, be reduced 
words in N= (n*yzhOl Di) n,. 
Case 1. q + r b 3. Recall that we are given y = n, # Kn,H,, that is, 
n,,u”y-’ $ K for all a. Then, by Lemma 3.8, there exists a finite 
homomorphic image N of N in which fi,iPy- ’ 6 R Suppose T= ker N -+ fi. 
Then T is of finite index in N and hence in B. Thus there exists S c T such 
that IB : SI < cc and Sd B. It follows that fi,iiay”-’ .$ K in B= B/S. It then 
- - 
follows easily that there exists a w’ such that n,uay- ’ # R in B,.. This suf- 
lices. 
Case 2. q=r= 1. This means nyuay-l =fiuad;l. Iffi, d, belong to dif- 
ferent factors of N then 11 fi u”d;’ (1 = 2 and we can proceed as before. Sup- 
pose, then, that fi, d, belong to the same factor D, of N. Then in N, each 
f,u”d;’ lies in (D,),. Since R, n R= (i ) in N, we see, at least when 
v # 0, that no fi,zi’y-’ lies in R in N,. 
So assume f,, d, ED, the free factor which contains K and consider the 
map II/w.: N -+ R, = N/K,. By Lemma 3.9 there exists at most one c1 (say 
c( = txO) such that (f, u”Od; ‘) $,,, E K. Then, for all multiples w1 of w, 
f, uwdwr l remains the only element of that type which might be mapped into 
K in N,, . Since N is 17,, there exists a finite image of N such that the image 
ofj; u”Od; ’ is not in the image of K. One then eaily finds an N,, such that, 
for all a, f, ii”d; ’ + R in N,,, and one finishes the argument by finding a B,, 
as in Case 1. 
Case 3. q= 0 or r =O. Without loss of generality, let r =O. Thus 
y E H,. Suppose jln,ll = 2 in N. Then there exists an integer w such that 
- 
IjfiYll = I\n,ll in N,. But this implies n,u”y-‘$K for each u’, by a length 
argument. It follows that t $ KjR in some suitable B,. 
Thus we may assume lln,,II = 1 in N. Let 8 be any homomorphism from 
N. Since y E H, we see that (n,u”y - ‘)O$Kf? if and only if for all i,j~Z, 
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n,B # (k13)‘(u0)‘. Thus if n, $ D it is easy to find an integer w such that 
ZY 4 D, in N, whence E,ii”YP ’ 4 R in N,. Thus, again, Z $ &I? in some B,.. 
Consequently we assume nY E D, where 
and where X= uk’. Now ny is not of the form k’u’=k’(Xk-‘)j since 
y # Kn,,H,,,. Mapping D onto e,,= (2; J?) * (k: I?““‘}, where w 2 3, we 
see that fi, is not of the form k’(Xk’)‘= I&P. Thus ri,,Py^-’ $ K. This suf- 
fices, as usual. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
hnma 3.11. Let y, z E B such that z $ HyH (or KyK). Then there exists 
an integer w’ such that Z # @f? (or @K) in B,, . 
Proof: As in Lemma 3.10, let N = DB, where D = (u, k; (uk’)” ) and 
u=h”. Let y=n,h’ and z=n,hj, where ny,nZEN and O<i, jfm-1. 
Then z $ HyH if and only if n, $ Hn, H or, equivalently, none of the m2 
elementshanzh~~H,n,H,,whereH,=(h”)=(u),andO~a,~~m-1. 
Let y = h”n,hB. As in Lemma 3.10, for each y $ N we have 74 H,fi,R, in 
B,. Thus if we can show that for each y E N there exists an integer w* such 
that v$H,ti,H,,, in B,., then, by letting w’ be the product of all these 
integers, Z $ HjjH in B,. . Thus we need only consider the case of y E N with 
y#H,nyH,. Let ~=d,...d, and ny=fi...fq, where di,fi are elements of 
the various D,\ H,,, with D, = Dhv and 0 < v < m - 1. Since each D, is RF 
and H,-separable, there exists Mu N such that 1 D, : A4 n DI is finite for all 
v and diM and fiA4 are elements of the appropriate fi,\H, = 
(D,M/M)\(H,M/M). Therefore, in N= N/M, Z(y^) = Z(y) and [(I’?,) = Z(n,). 
Thus if r #q then y^# H,,$,H,. Since /H,,&HmI is finite and NE RF, there 
exists L tir N such that y^L is not in the image of H,fi,H, in N/z. But this 
implies that there exists an integer w such that 24 HJj7 in B,. Thus we 
need only consider the case when r = q. Moreover, if r = q = 0 then 
y, n,EH,,,, which implies y, z E H contradicting z $ HyH. Hence we need 
only consider r = q 2 1. 
First, we note that y E H,nyH, if and only if there exist integers 
i,, i, ,..., i, such that 
(3.11.1) 
d, = u-ir-lfruir. 
Hence we shall say that a single equation dA = X,fA Y, is acceptable in the 
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appropriate D, if there exist integers OLD, fid such that dn = uPAfJ. PA. 
Further, we say that the system of equations 
4 = X2.fn YA (a = 1, 2,..., r) (3.11.2) 
is compatible if each equation is acceptable and there exist integers an, fil 
such that Pr=trl+, for A= l,..., Y- 1. 
Case 1. There exists an integer A such that di = XAfA Y, is not accep- 
table. Then, by Lemma 3.2 (Tang [16]), there exists a finite homomorphic 
image fj,, of I>, such that ~~~~~~~~~. Hence there exists an integer w* 
such that a;, $ li;,fAf,ET,,, in B,,, whence 5 # f?@R in B,,. 
Case 2. Every equation in (3.11.2) is acceptable but (3.11.2) is not 
compatible. By Corollary 3.7, the solution A’, = uPL, Y, = z8J is unique to 
each pair dn,fl. Since (3.11.2) is not compatible there exists an integer p 
such that BP # aP + i. Now, by Lemma 3.6, for w > 3, Zi = XAIA yA has a 
unique solution in the appropriate free factor (D,), of N,. This implies 
that there exists an integer w such that if y$ H,n,H, in N then 
74 ~,,$I,~,,, in N,. We now rechoose W, if necessary, so that, in addition, 
fA # B,,, for each A (A = 1, 2,..., r). For each (c,),,, (briefleD,) we now con- 
sider the natural homomorphism 8: D,” + E, where E, = (U=, & (z%‘)~ =
ilmw=r?=l) with e>max(21x(,1,2 IpAl) and such thatJ;$(G>. (This is 
possible since f; 4 (G) and D, is Z7,.) Suppose L?]. = z?~~~?P is another 
solution to 6, = zATA yA in E’,. Then 
J~ll~+6+~B”-Ei., (3.11.3) 
Now E,= (;, 5 (~;)s=$G u=“=l>*,,p(~;R’mW)=Q*U’=RIY. ;Q+ai 
and u’flkWEn are either both 1 or both are of minimal length in their con- 
jugacy classes in E,. (No nontrivial power of s can be conjugate to any 
power of G by Corollary 2, 171). In this latter case, rP+al and z?-‘~ are 
conjugate in Q; indeed using Corollary 2 of [7 J we see that (3.11.3) implies 
IA must be in Q. 
Thus we have either 
(i) cr,+6, f Omode andJA;EQ or 
(ii) a,+6,=p,--El-Omode. 
In case (i), Corollary 2, [7] implies TA E (z?> contrary to the choice of e. 
Thus-case (ii) holds and we deduce= that for each A the equation 
a, zX,~~ FA has the unique solution X, = z?-“~, yA = z?~ mod e. In par- 
ticular, & = fPTP yP and &,+ i = FM+ IfP+, To+ i have in N,,,, the g.f.p. of 
the (E,), amalgamating (G) of order e, unique solutions %“e, &; g-*p+l, 
r?p+l. Thus in 2, the equations JA = w,fA yA (A = 1,2,..., r) are acceptable 
but, because p, # a, + 1 (mod e), they are not compatible. 
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Thus f$W,,,<,R,,, in w,. NOW, since B,,= (h; hlmw> *km,, 
(u, k; (&‘f” = k’““’ = & = I ). It is clear we can choose w’, su~ciently large 
so that y^ $ timR,gm and hence i 4 fij;@ in B,, . 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
To prove our main result we shall need to show that most polyhedral 
groups are C.S. The question of whether or not all polyhedral groups are C.S. 
remains open. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let P = (a, b; (ab)” = a” = b”” = 1). Then P is C.S. 
ProoJ Since every polyhedral group is a degenerate Fuchsian group, it 
follows from Theorem 3.10 (Stebe [ 15]), that every element of infinite 
order in P is c.d. Thus to show that P is C.S. we need only show that every 
element of finite order in P is cd. Let u, Y E P be of finite order and let 
u 7L P v. Since polyhedral groups are RF [3] the case where either u = 1 or 
v = 1 is easily dealt with. Hence we may assume u # 1 and u # 1. Since every 
element of finite order is conjugate to an element of (a) u (6) u (ab), we 
can w.1.o.g. assume U, u to be elements of (a), (b) or (ab). Thus we need 
only consider the following three cases: 
Case 1. u=a’ and v=b”. Suppose (v)= (b”), where a j mn. If a# 1 
then (u) is a proper subgroup of (b). Let P, = (x,y; (xy)“= 
x”’ = y’ = 1). Let 19: P + P, be a homomorphism of P onto P, such that 
a0 = x and b% = y. Since a # 1, P, is a polyhedral group. Thus P, is RF. 
Hence there exists N-f P, such that X = xN has order In in P, = P, /If. Let 
# be the canonical homomorphism of P, onto P,. Then 
u@# = a’%# = x’f# = 2’ # 1, 
o%q5=b”%,j=y”q5= 14= 1. 
Clearly X’ 4 p, 1. Hence there exists a finite image of P in which the images 
of zd and u are not conjugate. Thus to complete the proof of this case we 
can assume that (U ) = (a) and (v ) = (b >. If In # mn then we can easily 
find a finite image of P in which the images of a and b have orders In and 
mn, respectively, whence the images of u and v cannot be conjugates. Hence 
we can assume ln = mn, that is, m = 1. This implies that P = (a, b; (ab)” = 
a’“=b”‘=l). Let @:P-+Cn=(c;cn) such that a$=c and bJI=l. Since 
a+ # 1 it follows that U+ # 1. On the other hand, btj = 1 implies that 
uJ1 = 1, whence u@ 7L c, vll/. This shows that U, v are c.d. 
Because of the lack of symmetry in the presentation of P we must also 
consider: 
Case 2. ~=u~and~=(~b~.Ifeither (u) $ (a>or (u) $ (ab>then 
we can apply a similar argument as in Case 1 to show that there exists a 
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finite image of P in which the images of u and v are not conjugates. So we 
can assume (u) = (a) and (u) = (ab). If In fn then the argument is 
again the same as Case 1. If In =n, then 1= 1. Thus P= (a, b; (ab)” = 
a” = b”” = l).LetII/:P-+C,=(c;c”)suchthata~=candb~=c-’.Then 
all/ # 1 implies u$ # 1. On the other hand (ab) tj = 1, whence oe = 1. It 
follows that U, u are c.d. 
Case 3. u = a’ and u = as. Clearly r # s. Moreover, if n = 1, P is cyclic 
whence trivially C.S. Thus we can assume n # 1. Let p be a prime dividing n 
and let C, = (c; cp). Let $: P + C, such that a$ = 1, b$ = c. Then 
(a) c ker $ = N. By Theorem 1.5 (Sah [ 12]), N is a group of genus 0 and 
signature 
i 




where e( 1) = In, e(2) = mn and e(3) = n. Thus, 





Moreover, if a is not an xi (1 < i<p), a is conjugate to one of these 
elements. So, for convenience, we can assume a to be x1 (say). Now P is an 
extension of N by a p-cycle. Thus if P/N= (yN; (YN)~) then 
(x,),..., (x,) are the p conjugates of (xi) under y’, O<i<p-1. Let 
4: N+Z=(z;z’“) such that xId=z, x2d=z-’ and xjd=l for 
3 <j < p + 2. Let it4 = ker 4. Since r # s, x; I$ # x; 4. Now, we have chosen 
u=ar=x; and u=a’=x”,, whence u$ 7L z u$. Moreover [P : M] is finite. 
Therefore there exists L us P with L G M. Since ~4 ?L z ~4, it follows that 
UL 7L N,L uL. Now ay’ = xp’= xi. Thus u hYt u implies that uL 4 N,L uL. 
Together with the above argument, it follows that if u ‘7Lp u then 
UL 4 p,L uL. This implies that u, u are c.d. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.13. B,, is C.S. for all w > 1. 
Proof. Consider B,=H’*,,“=,,C where H’ = (h; hlmws) and 
C = (u, k; (&I)” = u’ws = klmws = 1). Now C=D*,,=k~K’ where D=(u,u; 
(uuy = u Iws = umws = 1) and R = (k; klmws). By Lemma 3.12, D is C.S. for 
w > 1. Since K’ and H’ are finite cycles, by repeated applications of 
theorem A, B,, is C.S. 
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4. MAIN RESULT 
To show that G is C.S. we make use of the fact that G is an HNN exten- 
sion of B. If x, y E B then, by Collins’ lemma (Theorem 3(i), [6]), x - G y 
only if there exists a finite sequence of elements z,, z~,..., z, E H u K such 
that 
x -sz, -B,l*z* -fjJ*... -BJ*zn “BY. (4.1) 
We shall call (4.1) a conjugating sequence of length n + 2 for x and y. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x,y~BcG. Zf x -oy, then there exists a conjugating 
sequence of length at most 4 of the form: 
x -BZl -1*z2 -By, (4.2) 
where zI , z2 E H v K. 
Proof: First, we note that in (4.1) any successive conjugations by 
elements of B can be reduced to a conjugation by a single element of B. 
Since H n K= (1 ), (4.1) cannot contain two successive conjugations by t 
nor two successive conjugations by t-l. Also any successive conjugations 
by t” and t P, where E = f 1, can be deleted. Hence in (4.1) conjugations by 
elements of B and {t, t - ’ } can be assumed to alternate. Let zi, zi+ , E 
H u K. Suppose zi -B zi+ 1. Then zi = zi+ 1 by Lemma 3.4. Hence this step 
can be deleted. It follows that (4.1) can be reduced to (4.2). 
Since G, is likewise, an HNN extension by (t ) of B, we get, by using 
Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let X, ji E B, c G,. Zf X - G,y then there exists a con- 
jugating sequence of length at most 4 of the form 
X- Bw,zl -I’ z2 -Bw Y, 
where F,,T,ERuI?. 
Now let X, y E G\ B be given by (2.1) and suppose p = 12 1. Consider 
the following set of equations where the Ui and VIE B and the equations are 
to be solved for W, and Zi in H u K, 
u1 = W;‘u, Z,) 
u2 = W,-b2Z2, 
p* = w,-‘v,Z, 
A pair of elements pi, gi of B will be called an admissible solution of the ith 
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equation of (4.3) if and only if ui = p,: luicTi, where pi E H or K according as 
e(i) = - 1 or e(i) = 1, respectively, and CT, EH or K according as e(i + 1) = 1 
or e(i+ 1) = - 1, respectively. (Note: the pair pi, e1 will be called 
admissible if and only if uL = pi lulbl, where pI E H or K according as 
e(n) = - 1 or 1 and g1 E H or K according as e( 1) = 1 or e( 1) = - 1, respec- 
tively.) A set of admissible solutions pi, ui,..., pi, (rl to (4.3) is said to be 
complete if for each i, 1 < i < A, t -e(‘)ai- 1 te(‘) = pi, where G,, = el. 
Now, by Collins’ lemma (Dyer [6, p. 393) for x, ye G\B with 
llxll= llylla 1, we have x wG y if and only if y - HvK~*, where x* is a 
cyclic permutation of x. Assuming for the moment that x* =x we see, by 
(iv), (v), (vi) of Dyer [6, p. 391, that y N,,“~x if and only if e(i) =f(i) 
(see 2.1) and there exists a complete set of solutions to Eqs. (4.3). 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) Let x, y E B such that x = h’ykj. Zf x = h’yka then i = c1 
and j=p. 
(ii) Let x, ye B such that not both x, YE H (or K). Zf x = h’yh’ (or 
k’ykj) and x = h*yhD (or kayks) then i = u and j = /?. 
Proof: (i) h’yk’ = h*yk@ implies y -‘hi-“y = ka-j. Hence, by Lemma 3.4, 
i-a=p-j=O. 
(ii) h’yhj= h”yh8 implies y-‘h’-“y = ha-j. Hence, by Lemma 3.4, 
either i-a=fi-j=O (as required) or i-a=fl-j=y#O. But the cen- 
tralizer of hY in the l-relator group B is H, by Newman [ll]. Thus y E H 
which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.4. (i) Let x, y E B such that x = h’ykj. Then, for all integers w 
if X = h*jXfi in B, then hi = h” and kj = LB. 
(ii) Let x, YE B such that not both x, YE H (or K) and such that 
x = h’yhj(k’ykj). Then, for all suitably large w $2 = h*jY?(k’j@) in B, then 
hi = he and hj = hfl (ki = k” and fj = kfi). 
Proof (i) Suppose %=/?j%j=haj;ks in B,. Then ka -B,kB-i. 
Hence i - a - fi -j z 0 (mod lmw), by Lemma 3.1. 
(ii) Since B is Z7, (Lemma 2.2) we can choose w such that J $ I;i 
As in (i) X= h”j@ implies y-‘&-‘j =I;je8. By Lemma 3.1, it follows 
that a - i E j - /3 mod fmw. If a - i = 0 mod lmw then the lemma is proved. 
Thus we can assume c1- i f: 0 mod lmw. Now [y, h”- i] = 1. Also 
B, = K *R~=a D,, where R = (k; k”“” >, and 6, = (I;, 0; (hmti)S =I;““” = 
V -,“‘=l). Suppose lljl\ >l in B,. Let y=d,k,.*.d,,k, (say) where 
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d,~s,,,\(U) and kiER\(U). (Since [j,/?‘]= 1, it follows that 
init j # R) Consider 
k,- l d; ’ ..,k--l&lhaCid k 1 1 1 I 
. ..dnkn=hx---i. (4.5) 
Now lijil > 1 implies that for (4.5) to hold d; lhmeidr E (6). Now either 
haPi = 1, whence h? = hi, or haPi # 1. In the latter case by applying a 
similar argument to the proof of Lemma 3.1(i), we can show 
d;%-‘d, # (~7). H ence lljll < 1 in B,. This implies YES,,,. Now 
- -/mw 6,=E*,=hm~,whereA=(h;h )andE=(ii,i$(iiii)“=zi’“=#““=l). 
By the choice of w, jj 4 & and yet [ y, haei] = 1. This implies that either 
haPi= 1, in which case P=h’whence hj=ha or i?-‘~ (U) and YE,? (To 
see this assume /Iv/l > 1 and use Corollary 2 of [7].) In the latter case, we 
have yP’U”jj = z.7’ for some integer 6. Since the centralizer of Ud in E is (ii) 
(Hoare, Karrass, and Solitar [7, Corollary 2]), it follows that YE (U) s 17, 
contradicting j $ R. This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to prove our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.5. The group G = (6, t; (t-‘b’tb”)“), s> 1, is C.S. 
Proof: G is an HNN extension of B’ = (b,, b,; (bib;;)“) by (t), where 
bi = t -‘bt’, i = 0, &- l,.... For convenience, we shall write k = b, and h = bO. 
Then B = B’ = (h, k; (h”k’)“). Let x, y E G such that x 7L o y. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume x, y to be cyclically reduced and of minimal 
length in their conjugacy classes. Regarding the cyclically reduced forms 
(2.1), for suitable choices of w, the lengths of X and j in G, remain the 
same as those of x and y in G respectively. Thus, by Collins’ results 
(Theorems 3 and 13 of [6]) we need only consider the cases when 
llxll = I(ylJ (see also Dyer [6, p. 45 J or Tang [16, pp. 382-3831). 
Case 1. l/xl1 = 11 ylJ = 0. Suppose .% - o, j for some integer w. Then by 
Lemma 4.2, we must have one of the following cases: 
(i) .,f NB.Y * ’ 
(ii) x - j* j, 
(iii) x- 5, & - I’ Y, 
(iv) x - I* z* - B y, 
(v) &Z, -;*z, x- - B, VT 
where .?,,?,EAuR Now x ?Lcy implies x 7Lsy and x 7LI*y. By 
Theorem C, x 7LB y implies that there exists an integer w1 such that 
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X ?L Bw, jj. Also, by Lemma 3.2, x ?L ,* y implies that there exists an integer 
w2 such that X 1L *. j in G,,. Let w = w, w2. Then cases (i) and (ii) do not 
apply. (Throughout the subsequent argument we shall vary w to a larger 
value to suit out purpose.) Let a,, a, denote either h or k as appropriate. 
(A) Suppose x wB ai and ai - .y. Since x 7L G y, we must have 
a{ 7L 1* al, ai, 7L ,* y, and x T7L It a{. Now, by Lemma 3.4, ai and ai are uni- 
quely determined by x and y, respectively. Choose w to be larger than 
2(max{ Iii, ljl>). Then, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we have, in G,, X mB, ai, 
& -‘L&Y, where iif and 5’2 are uniquely determined, and that L?, di. 84, 
tii ?L 7’ 7, and 2 4 7.54. Thus, for some sufficiently larger integer w, (iii), 
(iv), and (v) all fail in G,, whence X ?L c,j for some G,. Hence, by 
Theorem B, x, y are c.d. 
(B) Suppose x - B a; and yB n (H u K) = 0. Clearly ui 7L I* y (since 
x 7L G y). By Lemma 3.3, there exists an integer w sufficiently large so that 
jB” n (Ru R) = 0. Now, by Lemma 3.1, X wB, tii with af uniquely deter- 
mined by X. Applying Lemma 3.2, we can further assume w large enough so 
that tif 7L j* j in G,. Thus (iii), (iv), and (v) cannot hold in some G,. 
Hence, as in (A), x, y are cd. 
(C) Suppose xB n (Hu K) = 0 and u’; - By. Then, as in (B), we can 
show x, y are c.d. 
(D) Suppose xBn(HuK)=yBn(HuK)=fZI. Then, by 
Lemma 3.3, we can find an integer w sufficiently large so that 
XB* n (B u K) = jBw n (W u R) = 0. Hence, as before we can show that x, y 
are cd. 
This proves that if JIxI/ = (1 yl( = 0, then x, y are c.d. 
Case 2. llxll = 11 yl( = A > 1. Recall that x, y are expressed as in 2.1. Sup- 
pose x 7Lc y. Clearly we can find w0 such that IlXll = Ilx(I = II yll = Iljll, X,j 
being the images of x, y in G,,. 
and only if X - AVRj* 
By Collins’ lemma we shall have X - + j if 
where j* is one of the cyclic permutations if%, * . . 
~~‘“%,?‘)fi, ... ?(P1)~i-, of j. Our task is to find wi so that, for each 
zEfTuR 2 ,+ z-l(ff(i)fi,... iff(i-l)- oisl)Z in G,,. For then, letting 
w = w I . * .’ wI we shall have X ‘7L G, j, whence x, y will be c.d. in G. 
Without loss of generality, we show that there exists an integer w, such 
that X 4 G,, z --‘j.? for each ZE Au K. Now, except possibly in the case 
where e(i) =f(i) (i = 1, 2,..., A), we can choose w, = wO. If now e(i) =f(i) for 
each i then, by conditions (iii), (iv), (v) of Dyer [6, p. 391, x -G y if and 
only if there exists a complete set of solutions in B to Eqs. (4.3). Thus if 
x 7L G y we must have either (i) for some i, ui = W,:‘u,Z, has no admissible 
solution in B or (ii) Eqs. (4.3) have admissible solutions pi, ci for each i but 
do not have a complete set of solutions in B; that is, for some j (j = l,..., A) 
pj#t-e(j)Oj-lt e(i) in B. (Recall o,, means CJ~.) For case (i), by Lemmas 3.10 
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and 3.11, there exists an integer w; such that Ui = R,: ‘Uizi has no 
admissible solution in B,,,;. Setting wi = wow: we have X 4 j in G,,, 
whence x, y are c.d. in G. 
In case (ii) we assume Eqs. (4.3) have a complete set of solutions in some 
B,. Consider the equation ui= W,~‘uiZi in B with solution pi, rri. If pi, (TV 
are both from H then, by admissibility in B, we have e(i) = - 1 and 
e(i + 1) = 1. It follows, from the reducibility of x and y, that ui # H and 
ui$ H. Thus, by Lemma 4.3(ii), we see that pi, oi is the unique admissible 
solution to the equation ui= W,:‘u,Z,. Then by Lemma 4.4(ii) there exists 
w, sufftciently large, such that, in B,, the equation Ui = W; ‘UiZi has the 
unique solution pi, Oi. Similar remarks apply if pi, oi both lie in K. 
Now suppose this unique system of admissible solutions to the equations 
ui= W,:*‘v,Z, in B is not complete. Then for some j (j= l,..., A) we have 
pjftp “j’cr_, t’(j) in B. This means, for example, that zy p, = h” and 
Oj-l- - kfi then c( # j?I. Of course, we may have, because of the lack of com- 
pleteness, pi = h” and nji 1 = hB with, possibly even c1= /3. By the fact that 
the equations ui= W,:‘u,Z, have unique admissible solutions in B and the 
equations tii = FV,: ifiiZi have similar solutions in B, it is clear that by 
re-choosing w sufficiently large one can find a B, (or rather B,.,) in which 
the equations Ui= W,:rUiZi have admissible solutions but no complete set 
of solutions. Since by Lemma 3.13, B,, is c.s., it follows that, by 
Theorem B, X 4 G,, j. Hence x, y are c.d. in G. 
This completes the proof. 
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